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This Week 

I was going to do the final segment on position structure today, but there have been some 

big changes in the market this week and we will discuss some important charts on page 3. 

Long-Term Trends       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

Markets do not change course overnight. Speculating about the future is a waste of time, but 

markets trend and understanding what is happening now tells us what is most likely to happen next. 

As the market continued lower this week, a hint of red appeared on the VTI and SPX charts. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

3 declining days this week took the SPX down to $3270 and the NYAD down from 26629 to 

20920. SPX. The SPXA50R declined from 68% last week to 30.5% this week.  However, the 

SPX is just above a support area at $3211. A bounce up off that would change the picture. 

 

 

 

 

On the next page, we'll examine this week's action changes by looking at a couple of indexes and some 

longer perspectives. 



Here's a 10-year chart of the SPX showing the long term trend. 

 

This 1-year SPX chart shows lower highs in the last two months and price breaking down through the  

8-month rising trend. The SPX has also fallen below the previous high which was set last February. 

 

like the SPX, the tech-heavy QQQ index also broke down through its 8-month rising trend, as did the 

COMPQ index. QQQ is approaching support near $260, like SPX is at 3211.  

 

If you look at the Titans of Tech on the Market Barometers page (scroll down to the bottom of the page), 

you'll see they are mapping out the same pattern, with 5 of the 6 tech giants losing ground. 

These market-wide changes may be signalling the start of a broadly-based decline. We'll have to keep a 

very close eye on the markets now to see if price falls through its support areas or bounces up off them. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


Core Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Core Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

Last week's choices were: IYT 20% (5% stop $201.57), IGV 20% (5% stop $317.34), QQQ 

20% (5% stop $279.80), EEM 20% (5% stop $44.00), and SHV 20%. 

IGV, IYT, and QQQ all fell below their respective 5% stops, so close those 3 positions. If we 

get out of IGV and QQQ at a 10% loss each and IYT turns out to be about a break even 

position, that is a loss of about 4% on our total capital. This is another reason why we only 

put 20% into each position. It helps you avoid taking a big hit when things go wrong. 

Sym MTA RelStr Local Trend MACD+ RSI CMF OBV Long Watch For 

IYT ↑ 4.7 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ no turn up 

IGV ↑ 4.0 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ no turn up 

QQQ ↑ 3.1 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ no turn up 

IWM ↑ 3.0 → ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ no turn up 

EEM ↑ 2.7 ↑ ↓ → → ↑ → 12-Oct-20 Close < 44 

VTI ↑ 2.2 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ no turn up 

SPY ↑ 1.7 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ no turn up 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: →, Mixed: ↕, Turn Up: , Turn Down: 

This leaves us with EEM 20% (5% stop $44.00) and SHV 80%. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Sector Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

The top sectors by RelStr are XRT, XLY, XLK, XLB, XLI, and XLU this week. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Auxiliary Universe Table 

 

The top Auxiliary Sectors by RelStr are XHB 5.1, SOXX 4.4, ROBO 3.7, XME 3.3, XBI 3.1, 

IHI 3.1, and SLV 2.9. 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

